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WELCOME TO A NEW YEAR

insight's
insights

In Memoriam: R. Taylor Stuckey
R. Taylor Stuckey, Principal at Insight Design Inc. unexpectedly passed away
on Thursday, September 6, 2007.
The InSight Design team greatly appreciates the unique talent and dedication
that Taylor brought to work each day. Taylor believed that the relationships he
built were as important as the designs he created. He will be truly missed.

Donations in Taylor's Memory
Taylor would have preferred that donations be made to:
The High Museum of Art - R. Taylor Stuckey Memorial Fund
(designated for contemporary art acquisition)

Project InSight:
Listen-Interpret-Engage-Explore-Implement-Learn
Essentials to the Design Process

McMaster Carr Supply Company
Warehouse-Office-Café Renovations
By A. Richard Bunn, AIA

What started out as a “face lift” for McMaster Carr’s lobby and café has turned into a wonderful
partnership between Client and Design Firm.

Several months after launching our new website, we were contacted by representatives of
McMaster Carr Supply Company who told us that they had researched our firm on the internet,
saw the work of the firm and the list of our clients and decided they wanted to discuss a project
with Insight Design Inc. Their research determined that our clients were some of their clients
and that we would make a natural fit with their organization. Upon some initial discussions and
tours of some of InSight’s projects, McMaster Carr hired Insight Design Inc. to provide designs
for a renovation of their lobby and employee café.
Soon after we started on that work, McMaster Carr requested we look at various other “problem
areas” within their office and warehouse. Before we knew it, we were engaged in a number of
significant projects with McMaster Carr including re-carpeting their warehouse/supply storage
spaces, analysis process/workflow and furniture solutions of existing office space, finish
upgrades in the offices and training facilities, AV integration and an expanded renovation in the
café where with our food service consultant, Culinary Design Center, LLC, we analyzed kitchen
equipment upgrades and additional food offerings for their food service vendor. We are now
engaged as a partner with McMaster Carr in determining how they can “green” their facilities,
and in research and development activities as they contemplate planning for a new facility.
McMaster Carr has become one of those magical client’s who quickly saw the uniqueness and
talent inherent in Insight Design Inc. and placed full confidence in what we can bring to their organization.
LET INSIGHT BRING OUR TALENTS AND OUR EXPERIENCE TO YOUR NEXT PROJECT

Taylor's Tasty TidBits:
Taylor’s Travel Recommendations

Taylor had great taste and enjoyed the fine things in life. He was knowledgeable and passionate
about art, food, wine, and architecture. He always enjoyed sharing his thoughtful recommendations
with others.
Read Taylor’s Tasty Tidbits of New York City and Paris, France on the Insight Design Inc. website.
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